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ProjectDox facilitates collaboration through enhanced
visibility and communication across departments and
with outside agencies, plan reviewers, and applicants.
Eliminate time-consuming back-and-forth and swiftly
resolve issues and respond to comments. 

ProjectDox transforms building safety, engineering, and planning compliance with
enhanced ePlan control and management. Whether managing complex cross-
departmental plan reviews on a standalone basis or connected with your
permitting system, ProjectDox delivers enterprise-wide jurisdiction process
management capabilities. Increase ePlan processes efficiency with ProjectDox’s
configurable workflows, file and task management, and process insight dashboards
and analytics.

Built-in automation reduces the administration
demands on plan reviewers.

Improve efficiency by 60% or more with
multi-department engagement

Built-in automation removes unnecessary
administration

Enterprise Connected ePlan
Management & Review
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Seamless, efficient document and task
management
ProjectDox’s file management system, including
filtering, status tagging, and review tracking features,
enables reviewers to easily navigate and manage the
most complex plan reviews. Reviewers are empowered
to manage file versions, validate digital certificates, and
compare documents across folders and projects.

ProjectDox automatically adds all markups and review
comments to the Reviews list for the applicant to respond

online or offline, via Excel.

Coordinators and Reviewers can navigate all drawing pages to
check for submission compliance and completeness, making

the prescreen process more efficient.

This includes policy checks to ensure compliance
with submission standards and correction and
comment stamping and auto-assembly. Employees
are able to focus on skilled processes, resulting in
greater job satisfaction.



Have confidence knowing that ProjectDox offers the
plan review tools you'd expect from the ePlan
industry leader. Compare and overlay functionality
for review cycles enables easy comparison between
the markups and the corrections submitted.

Assemble comments and responses in an easy-to-
view interactive list with comments linked to
applicable drawings. Add to that standard comment
libraries for efficiency, exporting of comments for
reporting and working in teams and electronic
stamping for a solid set of tools.

ProjectDox offers the flexibility of advanced,
configurable workflows for multi-department
collaboration, between Building, Planning, Engineering,
Public Works, Fire, and other departments.

Maintain control of projects by utilizing features, such
as task control and management with automated
reminders, optional reviews, pre-designed review
templates, configurable milestones for comments and
corrections, and deferred submittals to tailor plan
reviews to your department processes.
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Leading plan review tools

Pre-application submission standards
ProjectDox automatically checks every new
submission to ensure policy compliance before it is
submitted, ensuring that standards are met.
Standards are configurable by each jurisdiction with
recommendations from Avolve, informed by its
industry leading experience.

Options include appropriate sheet size and
orientation, digital signatures, file validation, and
naming conventions. This removes unnecessary
administration and delays and reduces back and
forth with applicants due to submission issues.

Configurable processes ensure
collaboration and control

Bluebeam integration
ProjectDox’s advanced markup viewer provides all the
tools and features desired by states, counties, and
cities in the review of applicant plans. Some
jurisdictions, however, may choose to use Bluebeam
Revu for this function and ProjectDox provides a robust
integration to manage processes, comments, and file
management alongside Bluebeam, making increasing
review automation and efficiency.

All decisions, tasks, and applicant communication are
captured and tracked for easy reporting.

Built-in audit trail

ProjectDox provides step-by-step instructions, including
help videos to assist the applicant with their plan

submission and corrections.

Configurable plan review processes integrate directly
and support the permitting workflow process.
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Analytical process insight unlocks
additional efficiency gains
Gain vital insights by leveraging dashboards and
analytics to understand how your plan review process
and staff are performing and to identify opportunities
for improvement.

Providing transparency and accountability on
processing times, department overloads, efficiency,
and workload trends, ProjectDox empowers
managers with robust time tracking and reporting
features to easily identify and address bottlenecks.

Engaging, user-friendly applicant
experience
ProjectDox’s user interface removes friction from the
applicant experience, making it easy for applicants to
complete the plan review process. Step-by-step
instructions and how-to videos, guide applicants on
how to use the platform. Intuitive workflows,
automated reminders, and clear visibility of
application status, optimize the applicant experience. 

In addition, ProjectDox makes it easy for reviewers to
review and respond to comments,
recommendations, and corrections.
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SaaS-based for enhanced security
Choosing a modern software as a service (SaaS)
solution removes the maintenance and security
risks of on-premise and desktop-based solutions.
Our cloud-based technology is managed by experts
and continuously monitored, with critical updates
and patches applied as required.

ProjectDox provides single sign-on (SSO) with multi-
factor authentication (MFA) access to increase
security and minimize risk, which also ensures that
it can be securely accessed from any location.

Deployment options that suit your
jurisdiction

Whether integrated into your jurisdiction's permitting
system, or as a standalone or enterprise wide
solution, ProjectDox is highly-flexible and
configurable to your processes. Implementation is
supported by our professional services team or
certified partners. We provide extensive training
services to ensure a successful implementation and
efficient solution for employees and applicants.

ProjectDox's standard integrations and development APIs
provide for a seamless applicant experience throughout

the plan review process.

ProjectDox provides extensive reporting and
dashboards for real-time analytics of plan review

projects and staff performance.
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Contact Us
For more information about ProjectDox:
www.avolvesoftware.com
+1 602-714-9774
sales@avolvesoftware.com
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